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PRESS KIT

When you search for the truth... You better pray you don't find it.
A 20 year old, runs away from his conservative Christian father to the remote town where his mother died two
years ago. He meets an alluring young woman. They search for answers about his mother's death and
discover a terrifying entity in the woods.
A “X-Files” inspired Sci-Fi suspense.

Sci-Fi Suspense | 89 minutes | Unrated | 16:9 ratio | HD video, 1080p | English
All clearances and releases in writing for all cast, crew, locations, props, music, etc.; fully documented chain of title; full story
and film ownership rights, all fully assignable.
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SHORT SUMMARY
The story was inspired by declassified
top secret files about the “Falcon Lake
Incident”, a UFO encounter near the
remote town of Falcon Lake, Manitoba,
Canada which occurred on May 20,
1967.
43 years later, a Chicago woman,
Donna Thomas (GENEVIEVE SIROIS) is
mysteriously killed while studying a
rare wild plant in the woods near
Falcon Lake. She was staying with her
brother the famed UCLA plasma quantum physics research scientist, Dr. Mike Verrücktmann (MARK SLACKE),
who came to Falcon Lake to investigate the UFO incident. She was found with part of with her head and torso
burned.
2 years later, her son Dan (OLIVIER SURPRENANT), a disgruntled 20 year old, with his unforgiving
conservative Christian father, Charles (TIMOTHY PAUL CODERRRE) hits the breaking point with his father and
leaves home. He travels to Falcon Lake to stay with his uncle Mike.
Shortly after he arrives, he meets a beautiful, alluring young woman, Cheyna (RACHEL CAIRNS), and together
they search for answers about his mother’s death. They find out more than they want, discovering a strange
entity in the woods.
Cheyna’s father Les (CORRY BURKE), a skilled woodsman, follows the two into the woods and does all he can
to protect them, but, when the entity takes an interest in them, the story goes from an adventurous quest for
answers to a terrifying life and death show down.
The story was also inspired by a section of the bible, Ephesians 6:12 “For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness”. People struggle with
powers of darkness, sometimes internal, sometimes external and sometimes they meet them face to face.
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PRODUCTION DETAILS
Rulers of Darkness is feature film born and bred by a
lifelong story teller, Dale Windle, who at age 58, after the
untimely deaths of several close friends, determined to
pursue his lifelong dream of telling stories on film.
Dale worked with two experienced screen play teachers
and writers to develop and write the screenplay and
selected an experienced cinematographer, Matthew A.
MacDonald to capture the film. Casting was done with
ACRTA, the Canadian acting union cast members, with
excellent results.
Matthew MacDonald chose to shoot on a Canon 7D HD DSLR
with an array of Nikon prime lenses.
Matthew and Dale worked closely to create the image and feeling of the film, from pre-production through
completion of editing. The end result is a film with sections of foreboding, punctuated with warmth that is
shattered by fear, captured with excellent lighting and post production.
The film was shot at variety of location in and around Ottawa, Canada, including the famed Diefenbunker
Cold War Museum, a 100,000 square-foot, four-storey underground Central Emergency Government
Headquarters nuclear fallout bunker, built in secrecy between 1959 and 1961 to house crucial elements of
Canadian government in a nuclear war.

Completed: October 2012
Location: Ottawa, Canada
Run Time: 93 minutes
Camera: Canon 7D
Lenses: Nikon Prime Lenses
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CREW

CAST

Writer / Director Dale Windle
Producers Dale Windle & Parktown Studios
Cinematographer Matthew A. MacDonald
Editor Elad Eldniw
Makeup Sarah Millar
Assistant Director Jamison Windle
Sound Department Adam Bowick
Jon Sydor
Key Grip Jonathan Isenor
Catering Susan Fischlin
Grip, and Camera Crew
Jake Klassen
Max Moskal
James Roberts
Cory Lefebvre
Dale McNiece
Jessica Jewers McNeely

Dan Thomas Olivier Surprenant
Cheyna McKenzie Rachael Cairns
Mike Verrücktmann Mark Slacke
Charles Thomas Timothy Paul Coderre
Les McKenzie Corry Burke
Stefan Berovsky Sasha Chichagov
Donna Thomas Genevieve Sirois
Marlene Jolanta Mojsej
Merrill Cathy Symonds
Kelly Helena-Alexis Seymour
Kruger Tim Finnigan
Asshole Hamza Haq
Milo Brandon Stouffer
Driver Jeff Lefebvre
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CAST BIOS
Olivier Surprenant Dan
Olivier has been acting for several years and prior to Rulers of Darkness,
performed in a principal role as Jake in House at the End of the Street with
Jennifer Lawrence and Elisabeth Shue. Prior to this he was a principal in
Penthouse North with Michelle Monaghan and Michael Keaton. Olivier proved to
be a passionate, experienced and reliable lead.

Rachael Cairns Cheyna
Rachel was a discovery. She came to Rulers of Darkness from London, England
where she had been performing in film and stage for several years. She
performed as Juliet in the Pilot Theatre Romeo and Juliet. She has also
performed principal roles in Davinci’s City Hall on Canadian television and
recently was guest star on the medical drama, Saving Hope.

Mark Slacke Mike
Mark is a powerful performer. He took on the role of Mike, who slowly goes
insane, with intensity and drive, delivering a strong performance, on the edge of
sanity. Mark has worked as a principal in Sacrifice, with Cuba Gooding Jr. and
Christian Slater and in the TV series Michael: Tuesdays & Thursdays amongst
many other lead and principal film roles.

Timothy Paul Coderre Charles
Time is a relative newcomer to acting, but has proven to have strong natural
talent, delivering powerful performances. Tim has played roles in several films
including Penthouse North, with Michelle Monaghan and Michael Keaton and the
newly released Fugitive at 17 with Casper Van Dien.
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Corry Burke Les
After several years of acting in theatre, Corry has turned his talents to film,
working as a producer and actor. Corry has appeared in numerous films and TV
movies including The Stepson and The Boy She Met Online. He plays a strong
fatherly figure in Rulers of Darkness.

Sasha Chichagov Stefan

Genevieve Sirois Donna

Jolanta Mojsej Marlene

Cathy Symonds Merrill

Mike Altmann Chilam

Tim Finnigan Kruger

Helena-Alexis Seymour Kelly

Hamza Haq Asshole

Brandon Stouffer Milo
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CREW BIOS
Dale Windle Writer / Producer / Director
A passionate story teller, experienced corporate executive and adventurer;
Dale lives in Ottawa, Canada and St. Petersburg, Florida. Dale has a
passionate interest in film making.
Dale has worked on several projects - writing, producing & directing feature
films and a hilarious 22 minute comedy mockumentary about government
"workers", American Idle.
In his past life Dale was a registered architect, designing building across
North America.
At age 58, he believes that no matter how old you are, it’s never too late to have a happy childhood!

Matthew A. MacDonald Director of Photography
Matthew has worked as a cinematographer and in a variety of other
capacities on dozens of independent shorts and corporate productions since
1998.
He is experienced with 16mm and 35mm film and multiple SD and HD video
systems, including RED Epic and Scarlet-X, Canon 7D and 5D Mark III HDSLR,
formats and lighting systems and formats.
Matthew is passionate about pursuing his life's true ambition -writing with
light, shadow, color, composition, and movement. Rulers of Darkness is his first
feature as Director of Photography.
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